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in their investigation. According to
Vicenti, the guards at Baruch also
have the sketch.
The incident has started a flurry
of activity at Baruch. Joel Segall,
president of Baruch College, has
ordered that any~y wishing en-
trance to any Baruch building have
an 10 visible at all times. Accor-
ding to Vicenti, ten more guards
have been hired to patrol the cam-
pus.
In addition, Segall bas called for
a meeting of student leaders for the
second week of classes to discuss
ways of improving security on cam-
pus.
AIIIIIm ..... .,.. • , , I Iit.i ) ,aMla"""_I, nl", _ IlL, f'JIS, afro c"-'."
According to Llanes, the
assailant was "an unidentified
black male in his 30's."
The victim was "not hurt in any
other way - she didn't require
hospitalization," said Stephen Wer-
theimer, Baruch College vice presi-
dent for ·development.
"Investigations, to the best of my
knowledge, are still under way, but
there have been no arrests or
suspects, and personally, I don't
think that they are going to arrest
anybody," he added.
According to Wertheimer, the
assailant left ~ery few clues. Both
WertbC:imer and Paul LeClerc, the
Staff Menilier .Raped
In Campus Bathroom
.... ., - ..-..,;,_.,~,~~
BY NEERAJ VOHRA
A .Baruch College staff worker provost, said that this is the first
was sexually assaulted in the. fifth reported case of sexual assault that
floor staff bathroom at ISS E 24th has taken place on campus.
St. on' August 4th, according to LeClerc added that the asssailant
Louis Llanes, a New York Police was not a Baruchstudent or staff
Department officer with the Public member. According to Joe Vicenti,
"Information Division~ the assistant director of security at
The 39 year-oJd white female was Baruch College, the investigation is
"raped, robbed and sodomized" at being handled by the sex crimes
knife-point, said Llanes. The crime division of the NYPD. The sex
took place at S:30 in the afternoon. crimes division would not say
Baruch Security and administration whether they had any suspects in
personnel, as well as Llanes, cited the case.
"the nature of the crime" as reason The police do have a sketch of




.Dr, Henry Wdson, Jr., dean of
students since August 1980, resign-
ed from his office at the May 20th
faculty meeting. His resignation
was effective as of June 30th.
Dr: Robert Georgia, assistant to
the dean last year, was appointed
acting dean effective July Ist, by
Joel Segall, president of Baruch
College. . .
Georgia's appointment is to last
until a new dean of students is
selected through a search committee
that is about to be formed, said
Paul LeOerc, the provost.
"I will be the acting dean of
students for up to a year until the
)C8I"ch committee chooses a replace-
ment," said Georgia.
"Being the dean of students is a
::halIenge aDd an intCl'eSting. p0si-
tion," states Georgia. UI really
love w1:o'kina"with students. At the
same time, I do feel bad about
Wilson leaving. -I ~""Mm-:per_.-






else can, but it would be unfair,"
said Georgia.
"In a position like dean of
students there's a certain lifecycle-
People tend to remain in a positon
like that for S or 6 years and then
move on," he added.
Ge9rgia .~ys that he will 'most
probably apply for the permanent
position of dean of students;•. but
that he is required to put fort"h a
formal application to the search
committee as does every other can-
didate.
5egaI1, whose. offICe would have
accepted the resignation, was OD
~on and not available for com-
meat.
-cO~ -1!ktelftdJlIIr to 6tGtgia;
Wilson will be uspending the fall
semester on a special assignment
which involves some kind of
research, and in the spring wiD
return to teaching." -
Georgia declined to comment on
Wilson's reasons for resianation.




The following is an interview
with Danville UTony" Walker, the
Day Session Student :'Govent~ent
president. Walker has ~"-,l,resi­
dent since Sqtember 5, l~fter
he led his United Students for Ac-
tion party to a lQ1'ublide victory in
the May 1985 elections. No 0Ite
contested the presidency. or any of
the other DSSO positiOns, this year
. (HI(} all who "ran" for office
"won. ,.
Ticker: When you ran for presiden-
cy in 1985, you cited student
apathy as one of the things you
would like to change. In the '85
elections, most of the DSSG
positions were contested and
about 1,700. students voted.
However, in '86 elections, no
OSSG seats were contested and
the two election items-the
DSSG constitution and the
athletic fee referendum-at-
tracted about 300 voters. How
do you explain the low voter
turnout? .
Walker': I believe Baruch students
are as apathetic as they've ever
been-I. guess we didn't make
any headway in that regard.
The lack of a campaign ex-
plains the low voter tur-
nout-I'm surprised that we
bad as many voters as turned
out. One of the reasons offered
by other people is that the
OSSG was doing such a good.
job that nobody wanted to run
apinst us.
T: Isn't the lack of.an election in-
dicative of apathy?
W: No, it's not indicative of
CoItiIImed 011 P." 4 Col. -J
_ ..."",e."" n a bill' J' ..
BY NEERAJ VOHRA
Baruch College students, faculty
and staff members are
now required to have identification
cards •'isible at all times during the
working day, " according to a letter
addressed to the Baruch community
from Joel Segall, president of
Baruch College.
•'That was a decision by the
. president in response to the assault
that took ~Iace in the 24th Street
building, " (see accompanying
story) said Robert Georgia, acting
dean of students.
'Segall is on vau:ation and could
not be reached fOr comment. Ac-
cording to Segall's letter, anybody
without a visible ID will be stop-
ped by the security guards.
According to Joe Vtcenti,. assis-
tant director of security at Baruch,
uIf a person can't prove they have a
right to be in the building, they will
not be admitted." He added that
students who. for any rasoD,do not
any reason will be allowed admit-
tance if their identity can be proved.
He said that after September 4th,
aU buildinp should have a complete
roster of rqistercd students that
security guards will have access to.
The sexual a.ult of Aq. 4 has .
also- resulted in aft -iftcreae· -in the
numbeJ ofpards Patrolling Baruch
buildinp. Accordina to David o.
Qn:cD, vice president for ad-
ministration, Baruchhu contracted
for 10 additional security pards.
Accorc:tina to V"JCeDti, the total
number of pards is now 49.
1be dosina of the campus to








That's because there are better than 2500 software packages
available for them -more than for any other calculator.
There's even a special plug-in software package (we call it the
Advantage Modulelthat's designed to handle the specific problems
an engineering student has to solve in his. or her. course wor~.
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.
So check one out. Then. when your mother calls to ask if you're
getting enough sleep. you won't have to lie.
. By the way. if you want more information. just give us a call




oil may be necessary.
.Burning the 2:00or 3:00
or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.
Especially when an HP calculator can get the
answers you want - in time to get a good night's
sleep.
For instance. our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any


















90 DAY FREE CHECKING
F ACCESS TO CHECK DEPOSITS
MORE CONVENIENT FULL SERVICE
BANKING 24 HOURS A DAY
MONEY MARKET RATES ON







APPLY FOR THE SPECIAL STUDENT ClTI-ONE ACCOUNT:
WIN A VCR OR
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER
ASK ABOUT THE STUDENT em-ONE
ACCOUNT10 BE EUGIBLE
- -WHILE SUPPUES lAST.
-CrTIBANK MASTERCARD· OR VISA CARDS ARE PRODUCTS
~ ClTJ8ANK (SOUTH DAKOTA). N.A. MEMBER FDIC.
OFFER GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 10, 1986
AT MRTICIMTING BRANCHES.
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VENDING MACHINES at Nassau
Community College sell everything
from sandwiches to sodas, coffee
and gum - but anyone dying for a
smoke will have to go off-campus
for a pack. The Board of Trustees
recently voted to rid the campus of
cigarette machines. "We're butting
out of the cigarette business, no ifs,
ends or butts about it," said one
trustee. Cigarette sales, the trustees




"IT'S A DOUBLE DOUBLE
STANDARD," according to John
Williams of the U. of North Dakota
whose study found that college men
and women prefer to marry virgins
- especially, virgins who've never:
been in love - but allow themselves
plenty of sexual experiences. In
spite of the allowances, Williams
says "They're 'somewhat less (sex-
ually) experienced, than people
would expect."
-~.. --.-----. - ..--------_.... --- .._------_.---.---~- .._..~- ...
THEY DON'T CRY OVER
SPILLED MILK at the u. of Kan-
sas where cow-tippinl is gaining· in
popularity as a usport." As one KU
sophomore describes it, cowtippers
go into the fields at night, sneak as
close as they can to a cow sleeping
on its feet, and then run full-force
and throw themselves into the
animal, trying to knock it over.







ding - Auburn U. 's Old South
Parade has prompted black
students there to organize a uhar-
mony picnic" to ccbring diverse
people together on campus and to
build a stronger, more unified
Auburn community." The students
say they are "trying to do
something proactive rather than
reactive." The Old South Parade is
criticized as glorifying racism.
idea that we're not operating for a





CASUALTIES in.a pre-dawn "at-
tack" on a shanty constructed at
the, U. of Arizona to symbolize
Nicaraguan resettlement camps.
The 20 slumbering members of the
Students for Human Rights in Latin
America were pelted with oranges
and grapefruits by six .students
described as "very straight and
clean-cut, like frat boys." The pro-




FRANCIS BACON AND BACON
BITS? The bookstore at the
California State U.- Northridge has
added a salad bar which makes it,
according to one source,' "un-
doubtedly the first campus
bookstore in the nation with fresh
endive and sprouts."
STOP BY ROOM 307, sc. THURS-
DAY, DURING CLUB HOURS.
•
1'IIeTicker
heen indi~~on four counts of in-
decent assault and battery against
·iwo students in 1984. The list was
compiled by WSC teachers and
prescilted at an emergency meeting
or -the racUfty uriion. The medins
was. called after the school paid
$10,000 to a student who charged
his education had been impaired
when he was assaulted.
Cheating in
": Stereo
HIGH TECH CHEATING: An
Ohio State U. student reported
another student taking an exam was
wearing headphones and receiving
answers transmitted from outside,
the building. OSU's coordinator of
the Committee on Academic
Misconduct doubts that answers
were transmitted, but says it would
be easy for students to use tape-
recorded crib notes. OSU has no




SUCH A VIEW is called idealistic
and an impossible dream by the U.
of Arizona Student Union director.
A student recently complained that
the price of a meal was lower at a
local convenience store than in the
union, and that the union should be
run as a service to students rather
than as a profit-hungry business. "I
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Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation
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IT'S A TRADITION: Somebody,
presumably skylarking students,
has once more swiped the 5-foot-
taD,lQO-pound-p1us T from the side
of Georgia Tech's administration
buildiitg. According to the school's
alumni magazine a '6ftaternity once
donated to the library archives
detailed plans for the 'Caper ~ com-
plete with photos' and instructions
where tricksters should place their
feet while negotiating the Gothic ar-
chitecture." Modern T-snatchers




FLAG, usually displayed by a
fraternity during the U. of
Alabama's "Old South" party
weekend, was not flown this year.
, The fraternity decided it was not in
the best interest of "the school to
ctisplay the flag, given the racial ten-






































SEXUALITY, a human sexuality
course textbook at the U. of Utah,
is under fire from a student's parent
who ()1)jected to the book's use of
oriental art depicting nudes and
discussion of ~"unheard-or' topics
such as masturbation. The book's
fate is uncertain, but it is possible
that students under 18 may be pro-
hibited from enrolling in the course.
c"
DROP OUT OF SCHOOL and im-
prove your employment prospects?
The class of 1990 - this fall's
freshmen - may do better to train
Cor clerical or service industry jobs
instead of earnins their degrees, ac-
cording to a study by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion.The ceproject 2000" report
predicts that secretaries, blue collar AT LEAST 22 NAMES are on a list
supervisors , truck drivers, of studen~ who ~y have had sex-
estawant workers and janitors will ual relations WIth the Westfield
r._ d_' _,., 'd_.~__., 2l!l,te Collese president :- who has
THE EDUCATION DEPART-
MENT says it indicted 104 people,
and convicted 79, in aid fraud cases
durin, the past six months. Eleven
of those indicted were charged
with using student aid funds to buy
illegal drugs.
.;::...... . .. ; ',' .
WIll consist of:
I. Providing on-campus services
for smokers on how to "kick the
habit." This Will be done 'by
holding smokers' clinics, classes
and seminars with health experts,
and others within CUNY.
l...·J ....~ ...',.f ... -. '.t
3. Conducting a survey of CUNY
students at registration to determine
the numbers of smokers and non-
smokers and their feelings about
smoking on campus.
4. Establishment of smoking and
non-smoking sections in faculty and
student cafeterias.
s." Enforcement of the Fire Code
ban on smoking in bathrooms,
classrooms and elevators at the
University.
vCs ISW", IlIi:. V...
2. Production by students under
the direction of Tony Schwartz,
prominent media consultant and
president of New Sounds Inc., of
radio and print advertisements for
use throughout the university
system. The ads will help increase
students' awareness of the health
consequences of smoking, benefits
of non-smoking and the rights of
non-smokers..
did last year. We won't be giv-
ing the tutoring lab the $10,000
we gave them last year. I feel
that when you are paying for
tutoring from student activities
money, you're in effect raising
the tuition. Tutoring is
necessary at Baruch because of
the high school system-it's
not a luxury. We need to put
more college funds-not stu-
dent activity fees-toward
tutoring. We will try and en-
courage academic clubs to en-
courage their members to
tutor. Maybe we'll increase
their budget if they do some
tutoring.
T: What is your reaction to all the
- steps the administration is tak-
ing to tighten security around
campus?
W: I support any measures the
school takes to make the cam-
pus safer, but it'll take a lot
more than just adding guards
and wearing IDs. After a few
months, the guards are bound
to become lackadaisical and
not check IDs. cuNY and
Baruch deserve a slap on their
hands for the lack of security.
I'd like to see security ap-
proached as a process to make
the campus safer. Security is as
much our problem as the ad-
ministration's-the steps being
taken are-in the students' best
interests so they should
cooperate.
T: Do you graduate next year?
W: Yeah, hopefully. (Iaughtet:)
T: What do you plan to do then?
W: I want to go on to grad school
and do some work in the area
of taxation or accounting.
T: Will you step out of politics?
W: I won't' mind. (laughter) I
would like to work on a career,




Dr. J oseph S. Murphy,
chancellor of the City University of
New York, announced his support
of a five-point, student-initiated
anti-smoking drive on the universi-
ty's 21 campuses.
According to Flerida Negron,
chairperson of the University Stu-
dent Senate, ninety-five percent of
smokers in the U.S. begin smoking
before the age of 21, while they are
still attending school. "With this in
mind, we passed a «good health'
resolution to promote non-
smoking."
The five-point non-smoking plan
people on council is that they
be open-minded and honest.
T: What are some of the things
you would like to accomplish
in your current tenure as presi-
dent?
W: One of things I'd like to do is
set up good copying machines.
We're going to explore the
possibility of getting a larger
machine to put into the student
center building.
T: But don't the good ODes cost
about 590.000?
pired term of Melvin Lowe. Lowe
resigned his position after it
was revealed that he was not
registered at any of the City Univer-
sity colleges.
Negron's term of office will run .
until January 1987, the date of the
next annual election.
In a campaign speech during the
meeting, Negron stressed the
themes of unity and commitment.
Negron also named the return of
free tuition as one of her priorities
and stressed that she would work to
bring free tuition back to CUNY.
Also elected at the May plenarY
session were the six USS vice-chairs:
Akeem Ayinde, Medgar Evers as
vice-chair for fiscal affairs;
Bonaventure Ezekwenna, Herbert
H. Lehman College as vice-chair
for senior colleges; Wilfredo Lasan-
ta, Bronx Community College as
vice-chair for community colleges.
The other three elected vice chairs
were found to have GPAs lower
than 2.0 OPA and were, therefore, .




W: Yes, but I think we'll be able to
get a good deal where we can
rent the machines and' pay
depending on how many copies
are made. Another thing I
would like to do is compile a
list of businesses around our
area that will let student clubs
purchase items on a credit basis
so that these clubs don't have
to bother with pre-bills.
T: Do you see any major changes
the DSSG will put into effect
this year?
W: One change is that we won't be
funding the tutoring like we
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weeks of instruction on doing
business in Japan and four to six
weeks of a guided field project.
The field projects are selected and
designed by the participants to meet
their specific interests or needs.
Eligibility is limited to graduate
and upper-class students. Japanese
language proficiency is not .re-
quired.
Cost to participate in' the pro-
gram is $3,300, which includes
round trip airfare from the West
Coast to Tokyo, housing, most
meals, medical and health insurance
and support services. Optional col-
lege credit is available.
Students interested in par-
ticipating should contact the Inter-
national Internship Programs, 401
Colman Building, 811 First
Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104
(206)623-5539.
last year. To what do you at-
tribute such a high resignation
rate?
W: First of all, the council resigna-
tions were about average. The
number of resignations is not
as bad as it sounds. The stu-
dent government is a year's
obligation, and a lot can hap-
pen in a year in a person's life.
But with the new DSSG con-
stitution, we won't have the
same problem this year.
"~~
F1erida Negron, chairperson of
the University Student Senate,
triumphed over nine other can-
didates and was re-elected at the an-
nual USS election held May 25.
Negron defeated Linda Saylor,
delegate from York College, on the
third ballot by a vote of 19-15. The
other eight candidates had either
withdrawn from the race or been
dropped from the ballot because of
a poor showing.
Negron is the first woman and
the first Hispanic to chair the
senate. She was originally elected
on March 23 to s,erve out the unex- ,
• II D ••o.P. 1.1 • Dm•• ...".," • •
T: But with the new constitution,
if a council member resigns,
doesn't the person who ran
against him and lost· get the
chance to be on the council?
W: Yes.
T: Then what happens in a situa-
tion like yours where no one
challenged any of the council
members?
W: What happens is that council
can nominate a student and
then vote him into council.
T: Have you had any problems
working with the council?
W: No. The only thing I ask of the
summer internships and loans. The
average value of each grant is
over $1,000 and the bank will send
students in excess of 65 separate
grants. According to the director,
students may qualify on the basis of
major area of study, occupational
goal, geographic preferences, type
of aid requested, religion, parent's
union, military or employer
background, and whether the stu-
dent is willing to work in an intern-
ship, enter a contest or conduct
specific research. Numerous grants
are given by the trade groups and
corporations to students with a
specific major or an expressed will-
ingness to work for the donor
following graduation.
Students should call
800-332-4432 to receive applica-
tions. Students may also send a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to
4626 N. Grand, '1' Covina, CA.
91724. Applications for fall aid
should be returned to the individual
donors no later than May 1,·
although some may have earlier
deadlines.
According to the director, over
30,000 students have used the ser-




The International Internship Pro-
grams is now accepting appncanons
for its 'Business Field Experience
Project in Janan;' scheduled for
Sept.' 15 - Dec. IS, 1986.
The field experience program in-
eludesa two-week orientation,i~
the administration before a
policy was decided upon. After
a year in office, have you been
able to do anything about that?
W: I think this year students were
brought in more. Change is not
the dawn of darkness-it takes
time. Last year when we came
back to school there was a new
alcohol policy already on the
books and we had to fight to
change it. This year the presi-
dent [Joel Segall of Baruch
College] has already called a
meeting of student leaders for
the second week of classes to
discuss ways of handling
security on campus. That's a
big change from last year.
T : You promised in '85 to use
DSSG money to fix the lounges
in the student areas. Can you
tell us how far the repair work
has progressed?
W: I've seen tremendous im-
provements in the campus. We
were in the process of
renovating the lounge in the
student center when the work
was stopped by the administra-
tion.
T: Why was the work stopped?
W: When it happened there were
some questions about the bid-
ding, but the reasons were
never made clear. In CUNY
and Baruch, the tendency of
the administration is to react to
situations-like adding securi-
ty and requiring IDs after the
rape took place. If we have a
student trip and break a leg
and sue-only then Baruch will
react. We have to have
priorities and can't wait a year
to fix things up.
T: You had something like SO per-..
cent of the council resign dur-
ing your tenure as president
Tapping
NYS Funds
Larger Tuition Assistance Pro-
gram (TAP) awards are now
available to a wider range of
students as a result of legislation
signed by Governor Mario M.
Cuomo in July.
According to Dolores E. Cross,
President of the New York State
Higher Education Services Cor-
poration the legislation increases
the size of TAP grants to both
undergraduate and graduate
students, and extends
undergraduates TAP eligibility to
students whose family income is as .
high as 532,000.
Students who have already ap-
plied for a 1986-87 award need not
apply again because they will have
their awards recalculated if ap-
plicable. Students who believe they
are now eligible should apply as
soon as possible.
NEWS
Dial -" A -
Grant
The Scholarship Bank, a nation-
wide non-profit organization, an-
nounced a new 800-number pro-
gram for high school and college
students needing instant access to
private scholarships and loans.
According to the Scholarship
Bank, over $500 million in private
financial aid is available to students





(Cont 'd from Front Page)
unidentified people comes after
years of a 'very liberal access policy'
which has made it 'pretty easy for
someone who has no business to be
in the campus buildings to be in
them,' said Stephen Wertheimer,
Baruch vice president for develop-
ment.
{Conr'd from Front Page)
apathy. I'm pretty sure that
next year there will be two par-
ties. Even this year, people did
come and say they wanted to
be in the DSSG. In fact, more
came to us this year than last.
There were a couple of people
wanting to run against us, but
after talking to them it was
possible to engineer their runn-
ing in our party. We saved
about $3,500 by not having the
DSSG seats contested.
T: Were you disappointed that
none of the DSSG positions
were contested?
\\': I have mixed feelings about not
having had an election. I learn-
ed a lot from the first [1985]
election. On a personal level.
the election had taken a lot of
my time; from that angle I was
happy not to have to go
through all of that. From the
viewpoint of a student leader. I
was disappointed that we
didn't have more involvement
from the student body.
T: Another concern of yours dur-
ing the 1985 election was that
the DSSG and other student
leaders were not consulted by
SeptelllMr 2, 1986De TiekerPage8
FEATURES FEATURES
......-_._-_._ - ----
dumbells as opposed to barbells for quicker
results.
During July, on an episode of Donahue,
she demonstrated the proper way to execute
barbell curls. She positioned herself
upright, knees slightly bent, arms extended.
Your wrists must be curled toward you and
concentration is vital. Never rush. Lift the
weight up slowly, always feeling the strain
in the bicep. To work the outer portion of
the bicep use.a wider grip, for the inner por-
tion a closer grip. She reminded the au-
dience that weight training is SO percent
while diet i:- the other SO percent.
;-", ~
~- - - --_.. - ._.-----
She also put to rest an old .myth that
when ~ou stop pumpins'iron, the muscle
turns to fat. Muscle cannot turn to fat. If
you stop trainiDl aJid,:over-induige in food
you wiD set fat~ but with • proper diet you
can stay in reIati\'eIy aood shape.
For beainners aD that is required is one
hour per day. A differencecan be felt ill less
than a JDC)nth and can be seen in from one
to three months•
uEv~ seeks the fountain of youth
and it is weiabt tntinina because you moe
sweatina out the old aDd brinlioa in the
new." t, #: .' .' . 4 -J..Qeco
-----
.... .:-...-,.;. A__"" ••• __
T
he name of the game of weight
training is firming your body
according to what you want
and forming that illusion of
having this great body
without .actually looking that big." Yet
bodybuilding is anything' but a game to
29-year-old competitive bodybuilder Gladys
Portugues.
Gladys works out at Better Bodies gym
and is co-author of the book "Hard
Bodies." She has been weight training for
six years. She has an off season and an on
season. Off season she works out four times
On season she works out
. .
seven times a week twice a day.
a week, twice a day. On season she works
out seven times a week, twice a day.
Gladys differentiates between the world'
of competitive and non-competitive
bodybuilding: When worlcing out for a
Competition she has a trainer. On her "off
season" she designs her own exercise
schedule, focusing on toning her body.
She explains the general rule of
.bodybuilding. If you want to be finn and
daht, you must use less weiaht and do more
repetitions. If you want to enlarge your
muscles you must use more weight and do
.less repetitions. Gladys prefers to use
'\VbeD he...tD_.hs'n....,~
said she would not take any money ,for the'
performance. She said she did it for
P.R:I.D.E.
There were- also door prizes that people
received as they entered the a~ditori1UD.
Such gifts were T-shirts, posters and 8xlO
g1~es. The grand prize, a free day at the
gym. was randomly awarded to Miche;al T.
..£11.-.; /
~~. :
Mr. Vasquez 'described the show as "fun
of enagy," and said that 'Gladys made the
eotn show .informaL The bodybuilder is
wiIIiIw to retunl to Baruch for a- fall perf«-
•
, '.
~ ..... ::;'. #'!!'. •





S pring semester '86 marked a.: . '. :a.~~: ::mco:::
b.raiD main blown. to 1DOIt
students cramming for a higher G.P.A.
Gladys Portugues, competitive female
bodybuilder, ·tooktb,e stage in the
auditorium at 23rd St. and showed Baruch
what muscle strain is all about. Biceps and
triceps; deltoidsand pectorals. You D8Die it
and she flexed i~ all the way down to her
~calf muscles: Sheamwered many questions
from the studentsand told the audience to
"always remember- your roots and aim
. high." ~ ~ .
. ~ GJad}s is five··:feet. four inches taD and 28' .
Years 014. She presently works out at Better
'Bodies Gym on 23rd Street off 5th Avenue.
. "always
-;.:!-#.Enember your
-' --::-....~ ..'- -.. ' ". .. -'
.'..'. :''roots .and aim,
': ',~.. :~;;iiigh ." .'
.~<i'~~;~z .. .· ...
" " .'-';'~';:-: ~<Tlieshow. 'was: ~spqDSOrCd.· by Puerto
j
~.', ., .'. .~.'.~~ .~~tis.".;for "InV~.. ~: ,: '~.~.~/n· ...'..;~·~:~.~~;rOUDer~:
• .' r t , /'. ~,of.P..~l.~B.;·~tea:·01It, at. the 8YJIl'-'
;',~ -: " .:~:i:.=·;:'~f .,...~.~.tbatGladJlwould
,.:~ .... ~ ..~-..~, ,~'~ bi.;**~rDodeI·:m~·~,tbe·im~ of






provements," to enhance communication
between students and staff.
A major change is the reorganization of
the student activities program. Up until
now it has been separated between
day and evening. In the future it will be
one program with Carl Aylman as super-
visor. 'Georgia's reasons for this are to "end
the feeling of apartness;"
In general he plans to "coordinate pro-
grams of student perso d create more
of an integrated and heren program."
As of .depaatmalt ofmJdent
personnel moves from the school of liberal
arts to the school of education. The reason
for this change is because the school of
education is more attuned to providing
educational services. He commented by
saying, "Weare forging a new identity for
the school of education." It will be called
the School of Education and Educational
Services under the leadership of Dean
Patricia Kay. "The'goal is to have a closer
working relationship with student clubs and
governments to provide better education
for all Baruch students."




Georgia's personal interests include reading,
writing, jogging, tennis, weight lifting and ra-
quetball when he can find the time. He bas a
special interest in humor in world religions,
"There is a long streak of humor in world .
religions CiS. a w~ q.f t~~~I!8. ~.t,,-r:t~, ~~­
dotes and.Jokes that are.humorous and
entertaining but also, educational." This is
the basis of a book he is writing. Besides
this he and his wife have the task of
educating the "dumbest cat in the world,"
named Max Weber after the famed
sociologist.
"As the new acting dean I would like to in-
vite students to the office when they have
problems, suggestions, etc. I am looking for-
ward ~.o a good year with them. Amen."
ding over $40 million in sponsoring race
cars for sheer pleasure; they have found it
to be profitable.
The rest of the reasons depend on the
company, its product or service, its goals
and expectations. and the image it wants to
portray. There are other contributing fac-
tors as well,
Take Norelco, inventor of cassette recor-
ding and the world's leading manufacturer
of dictation machines, marketed by Philips
Business Systems. For their first year of in-
volvement in motor racing in 1985, Phillips
created the Norelco Driver's Cup: a $1,500
prize and trophy awarded after each Inter-
.
national Motor Racing Association (IMSA)
race "in recognition of outstanding in-
dividual driving performance, regardless of
finishing position."
According to Phillips' executive vice
president, Paul Dentone, the company's
"reputation is based on outstanding perfor-
mance, delivered by our products and our
people. It seems only fitting that our initial




Another service wbidl holds a particular
interest to Dr. Georgia because of its cross
cultural involvement,' allows students to
communicate their experiences to other
students. UOther cultures would give their
experiences for the benefit of all."
Monthly meetings would be arranged
with different students. It would be an in-
vitation to "talk informally about im-
Hint l: All of the above companies use
thesame medium for marketing their goods
and/or services, and it isn 't through TV or
newspapers.
Hint 2: The companies listed in the se-
cond group compete against each other.
even though their products don't. and the
first set of businesses contribute prize
money for the winners.
Give up?
Well, the answer is that ali of these com-
panies use autoracing to market their wares
or services. Why autoracing and not the
more conventional electronic or print
medium? FIrSt, and most important, is the fact
that racing is 'a cost-effective marketing
technique if done properly. According to
Sponsor's Report, the ABC production of
the Atlanta SOO stock car race, using
"Winston Cup" cars, "provided sponsors
with $155 million worth of television ex-
posures." Plain old common sense will tell
you that R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. has
not been involved in racing for 13 years
with over S8 million in prize money
i~ • .J~~~t, ~!1~ • .I!l!q'Yej~er: )s• .f!<?t ~pen.-••
This service, as well as others, is in con-
junction with other college offices such as
those of orientation program, financial aid,
the registrars and guidance.
"It is a-broadening experience...
(You) learn to understand yourself
and your own culture a lot better. "
hat do Kelly Services, PPG In-
dustries. Norelco, and R.J.
Reynolds have in common?
How about Coca-Cola, Ralph
Lauren, Quaker State and Wolff Sun
Systems?
Dr. Georgia has planS for future services
at Baruch. A peer support program is in the
works uwhereby students in college would
assist new students making the transition,"
such as freshmen and transfer students.
-------
BY BER'IE ROSE"BLOOM
n June 30th, 1986, Dean Henry
WlIson lr. resigned from his
position as Dean of Students.
Taking the reigns as Acting
Dean of Students is Dr. Robert Georgia.
Dr. Georgia is 41 years old, lives on
the west side of Manhattan and was born in
Jersey Oty. He ismarried with no children. He
received his BA from Rutgers and went on to
. get his masters in Sociology from the New
School for Social Research. He received his
PhD in religious education from NYU.





There's A New Sheriff In Town 'BE·TTERBODlES' FLEX ATLEX
BY JOHN GRECO
e
Gentlemen, Start Your Engines!
He began working at Baruch in 1974 as
the coordinator of Veterans Affairs with
such duties as administering the GJ bill for
veterans and dependents, and counselling
veterans at the college. Next he became the
director of Evening and Graduate Students
Services until 1982.
Dr.' Georgia left Baruch for a short
period to be a training manager for the
NYC Human Resources Administration. In
September 1985 he returned to Baruch as
assistant dean of students to become act-
ing dean of students one year later. At the
end of spring 1987, a new dean of students
will be chosen. Dr. Georgia said he will
"throw his hat in."
Dr. Georgia specializes in comparative
religion. This explains his interest in cross
cultural experience. "Learning about peo-
ple and cultures other than our own," he
said, "is a broadening experience... (you)
learn to understand yoursel f and your own
culture a lot better."
He has many plans, ideas and hopes for
the future of Baruch. "(It is) a good oppor-
tunity for me, (it) gives me an opportunity





The transition from high school to college can sometimes be difficult.
Baruch hesc large student ·body that could seem overwhelming to an
entering freshman. Making friends, knowing what classes to take, and
adiusting to the gener,al' way of college life 'might be frustrating to some.
But don't fret. Baruch offers many various programs. Some proqrcms are:. .
a peer counseling .service, medical office, phvsical fitness and recreation
programs, counseling and testing programs, veterans affairs office,' and
many, many student clubs and organizations. A list of student clubs can
be obtained at the Student Center, 137 E. 22nd St.
The Department of Physical Fitness and Recreation Programs
has various physical fitness and health eoucatron.crocrams. There
are intramural programs as well. Says lecturer of physical fitness
Howard Engel, "We·offer the students a varied progr~m. There are
intramural programs that supplement the classwork. Engel adds,
"It's always amazing to me...so many students d~n't know the pool
. -Or weight room or tennis court." These recreation programs are
open to all students.
BERNARD M. BARUCH COLLEGE
of the
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Department of Physical & Health Education
FALL 1986 RECREATION HOURS _
(Beginning September 11, 1986)
, The office of Counseling and Testing specializes in' gearing
freshmen towards career goals. Freshmen as well as any other may
speak to a staff member about any problem or question they have. .
All services are free and confidential. Room 1735, PAS, 725-4458. .
2lIL
\
Helpline is a. peer counseling s"'ice composed of, Baruch
students. In addition to peer counsehsq, a housing service is -open
to aU students who want an apartment-or a room-mate. ~Altho-ligh'
there is no official tutoring program, Helpline's trained staff is there
to lend a helping hand. Room 516,46 E. 26th Street, 725-41n.
The Ticker asks: What is the best advice for entering freshmen?
'Barbara lambert-Director of curricular guidance for the school of business. Develop good study
habits. Take math and English. Read the catalogue. If there is any question, ask.
Wendy Heyman-Director of cUfficuJar guidance for the. school of liberal arts and
,-.-deIJces. To- know~t/NJtYDU·h8ve-· Bright to. -ask qoestkms. T1J"]Jl!1'Severe'/J1Id
not give up.
Room 1120FITNESS CENTER (weight To_o_rn-:.} . 2_3rd St. Building
-----------------------------------
·Certain evening times may be pre-empted for varsity volleyball games.
'-~
linda Ouimet-Advisor, school of liberal arts and science. Read the handbook.
Carl Aylman-Director of student activities. Bamch offers everybody a great
Debra Bick-Assistant director of student activities. Your education' at Bamch is
what you make of it. look around, choose wisely, and be active. We're here to
help you.
educational opportunity. Use every experience open in and out atthe classroom.
: Don't be afraid to ask, questions.
If you have any questions concerning which classes to .fake, go speak to an advisor iJ your
appropriate school of cunicular guidance..
Welcome to Baruch!
Centerfold by Eric Kun
Veterans and children of veterans should be interested in the
Veteran's Affairs Office. The office can arrange funding for tut~ring,
assist veterans in school enrollment, and aid in the completion of
paperwork. Short term loans to purcha~etextb~kscan be arranq-
ed. Tuition deferrals can be provided until benefit checks are. receiv-
ed and any student who is the child of a ~eteran who w~~ disabled
or killed in the line of duty might be entitled to free tuition. Room
1701, PAS, 72~7282. &.
A medical office is open to all students. Whether it's first aid or a
routine examination, services are offered free of charge. The office
performs examinations for individual needs or for entrance to
athletic teams. Medical forms, first aid, small fractures, incision and
drainage of infections, treatment of lacerations, plastic surgery con-
sultations, and breast examinations are some of the.services provid-
ed. A student will be taken to Cabrini Medical Center in a serious





12:45 - 4:45 and 7:15 - 9:00 p.m.
12:00 - 4:45
12:45 - 4:45 and-7:15 - 9:00 p.m.
12:00 - 4:45
6th Floor
11:00 - 12:30 and 7:40 - 9:10 p.m. •



























Appointments for Tennis must be made in person in Room 1120, 23rd S1. building, no
~arlier than one week before playing date. Students may play for 45 rmnutes on
Tuesdays and Fridays, and one hour on other days. Certain tlm~s may be pre~.~pted






Due to additional construction, the swimming pool may not open on time. Please con-
tact the office (725-7197) for further information.
------------------------------------ --------------------
ALL TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO STUDENT-AIDE
AVAILABILITY. CONTACT RAY RANKIS (725-7197 - room 1120) FOR ANY
CHANGES IN TIME.
-----------------------------------==---------- -- -- -
.:
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focus on the Pacific Rim. In exanumng
intra-regional trade as well as exchanges
with the West, this ExpO will feature ex-
hibits and speakers-addressing issues Perti-
nent to countries such as Japan. China, The
Phillipines, Taiwan, South Korea,
Malaysia, and Singapore. The Spring Expo
will focus on patterns of East-West trade as
well as trade movements between Warsaw
Pact signatories.
In an attempt to enhance understanding
of the environment within which interna-
tional business must operate, the Society' is
planning a series of student-led group
discussions, the first of which will look at
the Latin American Debt Crisis. With the
same end in view, .a colloquium on trade
within southern Africa is alSo ~ann~._.
f'iATURES
Last year's Food Fair, at which delicacies
from four continents and eight nations were
featured, will also be repeated in the spring
semester. .
The Society's Lecture Series-tradi-
tionally held every Thursday during Club
Hours-will feature some provocative
issues this year. Topics will range
from The Caribbean Basin Initiative to
Turkish belly dancers. A number of field
trips are also planned; most salient among
these is a lecture and tour downtown at the
U.S. Court of International Trade.
The Society's first meeting of the 1986-87
academic year will take place on Thursday,
September 4, at 12:45 p.m. in Room 839
(26th Street). Refreshments will be served
and all are invited.
Associating with autoracing comes a little
more natural to a company like Quaker
State Oil Refining Company which has beer.
involved in racing for 20 years. "No other
sport visually demonstrates and promotes
the quality of our products to such a large
and receptive audience," says Ted Moore.
vice president of marketing for Quaker-
State. With this outlook, the lubricant
manufacturer sponsored 28 drivers and of-
fered prize money at five championships in
1985.
...a company can
pro it by being
associated with racing
Autoracing has always attracted the
glamorous jet-setters, including Ralph
Laum1,f~ designer.Being business-minded,
Lauren did not squander his money on rac-
ing. Instead, his sponsorship of Bob Akin's
Porshe in IMSA competition revolves
around "using the Camel GT (run by IM-
SA) series as a test bed for his (Lauren's)
new line of Polo driving glasses featuring a
specially designed and developed lens that
will be tested under true racing
conditions." If the IRS will buy that one,
..so will I. (5« "On" on page /4)
ancers1fel
(Continued from Page B)
RACING
motorsports involvement is directed toward
rewarding an outstanding performance by a
driver." Along with the award, NoreJco ran
a full-page ad in trade magazines titled
"Announcing the Norelco Driver's Cup,"
which compared the characteristics of the
winning driver, team, and car with Norelco,
its products, and its service. The similarities
included fast delivery speed, new
technology, high quality, tough testing con-
ditions, and success. .
The list of prominent and respectable
features that -motor racing symbolizes
doesn't end there, and almost any company
can profit by being associated with racing.
Excellent performance, beating the com-
petition, teamwork, durability, colorful ac-
tion, innovation, professionalism, and con-
sistence are more cateh-all characteristics
for comparing business with raeina. For ex-
ample, Wolff Sun Systems, which sponsors
Michael Andretti's Indy car, runs full page
magazine ads, in color, calling themselves
the "World's Fastest Tanning Team" that
offers to tan "when you live in the fast
laDe." ,
·t, 'II"'. ,•• ~ ,., "' ••.•• ,
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markets. This well placed report, the even- Upon entering its forty-first year, .the
ing's featured address, was delivered by Mr. Foreign Trade Society has mapped out an
George Adams, Vice President of Cor- ambitious agenda for 1986-87 which will in-
respondent Banking for American' Express 'elude lectures, diCK:Ussioosf field trips,
Bank, Ltd. regional trade expositions, a colloquium,
Presenting Mr. Mitchell's Award was and an interilationaI food fair. .
Mr. Victor Besso, Class of '47, himself a In keeping with the tradition of bringing
recipient of the Person of the Year Award' foreign trade to Baruch's doorstep, the
in 1979. Another highlight of the evening Society is currently structuring two regional
was a slide. show recapping the Society's lee- expos. The fitst, to be staaed in the fall, will
tures, trips, and other activities during the
1985-86 school year.
tivities such as food and toy drives but
Longchallon is careful to emphasize the im-
portance of the exchange. "There are four
ways to purchase textbooks. You can buy
books from the bookstore knowing the
prices are marked up. You can make a
direct purchase from someone you know.'
You can buy it from the group selling out-
side," states Longchallon referring to the
students who sell books outside the 360 Park
Avenue South building "but these guys are
ripping the students off," he adds, since he
claims they buy the books from the ex-
change and they jack up the prices. Finally,
he states, "you can buy from the exchange,
knowing the price will be less through us."
Aaron believes the exchange is a positive
force because it "can save students a great
amount of money, " and Longchallon
hopes to do just this in September. Accor-
ding to Longchallon, the exchange is
planning to be open from 9:00 a.m. t04:4O
p.rn. Monday through Thursday during the
first four weeks of classes. In addition they
are trying to set up Friday hours. Whatever
hours they do keep will be posted outside'
the clubs office which is located in Room
BL13 in the 360 Park Avenue South
building. .
. The exchange is usually packed with
business core textbooks such .as Accoun-
ting, Marketina and Statistics: but
Longchallon urges students to check the ex-
change out for any book they might need:
According to him the book exchange is a
valuable resource to Baruch students and
shows why "we (Sigma Alpha Alpha) are






Dr. Tsurumi's presentation was followed
by an insightful evaluation of the impact of
deregulation on international financial
O
n May 22nd 1986, The Foreign
. Trade Society hosted its For-
- tieth Annual Alumni Awards
Dinner at the Downtown
Athletic Club, Mr. Alex Mitchell, Class of
'47, was named the Society's Person of the
Year. Shortly after graduating from what
was then the Baruch Division of C.C.N.Y.~
Mr. Mitchell established with a former
classmate, Mr. Carl Parker.
Parkell Products Inc., the COInpaDy presently
based in .Farmingdale, New York· It
began as an import-export firm for a nar-
row range of dental health care products. :
Over the years, the firm has maintained its
concentration while expanding its opera-
tions to include manufacturing and
distribution.
The theme of this year's dinner was the
U.S. Competitive Position in World
Markets. After an opening address
delivered by Mr. Michael Heurta, the com-
missioner of Ports, International Trade and
Commerce for the City of New York, Dr.
Yoshihiro Tsurumi - president of tile
Pacific Basin Center 'Foundation and pro-
fessor of International Business here at
Baruch - -delivered the keynote address: a





buyer will benefit. "
BY MICHAEL LASHINSKY
T
he first week of class often
finds students scurrying to find
the best bargains on textbooks.
According to Ricky Long-
chaIlon, president of Sigma Alpha
Alpha, Baruch's service and honors society,
students should look no further than Sigma
Alpha's book exchange.
The book exchange states Longchallon
works on a simple premise. "Students bring
in their books and we attempt to sell them.
We offer the book to students at 600/0 of the
price it was last purchased at and we add a
S{)¢ service charge to cover our ad-
rninistrative expenses." If the book is pur-
chased the student, who left the book
receives the full 60070 sales price. Thus ac-
cording to Longchallon "the owner will
benefit and the buyer will benefit."
Sigma Alpha Alpha, according to
Associate Dean of Students and faculty ad-
visor Dr. Ronald Aaaron, unique because it
is an organization dedicated to students.
"How many groups," asked Aaron, "do
things for students?" Aaron adds that the
book exchange has been around as long as
he has been involved with the organization
which is approximately 11 years and that it
has always been "totally dependent on the
quality of leadership that has evolved
within the organization."
The organization coordinates other ac-
Buy And Sell Your Books
.._,--~ I '
. I
-_. --'-'-" ~-- _. --- _ .. - -- -_ __ .._--_ --_.. _. -_.- _------
For A Chance To Enjoy The
~~Best Burger in New York"
Said New York Times
1000 2nd Avenue at 53rd Street
751-1445
TAKES JUST 15 MINUTES
Take the #6 Train to 51st St. & Lex. Ave.
Then Walk to 53rd St. & 2nd
tBARUCH COLLEGE STUDENT DISCOUNT.
10% Off WeekT)ights
20% Off Weekends








into the depths of self-parody. (If you're
Dot sure what I mean by this, go pick this
album up at your nearest Woolworth's
bargain bin; (,ifty cents should be enough.)
And folks, it ain't got any better!
, The new drummer is Cozy Powell, a
veteran of several British groups, who has
replaced Palmer, now a member of Asia.
(Which i~ates that whole Brit. pro-
gressive/metal scene of the 70's was one
spoiled family of malcontents who move
from one group to another and will contrive
to do such until every possible pairing is
completed.) Powell's simple/powerful
thump is more effective than Palmer's crash
and bum, but other than that nothing else
has improved. Lake's pretty-boy voice lost
its luster with age and drugs, and Emerson's
still doing a better demo tape for Yamaha
synthesizer preduets than anyone else in
creation.
No sense in making this record what-
soever. Why return from a hiatus of seven
years ~th the _same outdated, bombastic
result? ELP would have won some points in
my book if they tried something different,
as Robert Fripp did with his latter-day
Crimson, or Terry Bozzio did with Missing
Persons, and most noticably Robert Plant's
radical departure from Led Zeppelin. But
sadly ELP is still the same garbage we were
accustomed to a decade earlier.
tion instrumentaRy.
Keeping the street tneme or "Low Spark
of High Heeled Boys" and "Va1erie," Win-
wood has added a touch or soul. This can
best be seen on the cutest, but not necessari-
ly the best, cut, "Higher Love" which with
the help of fine synthesizer and hom ar-
rangements along with lyrics like "I could
light the night up with my soul on fire. I
could make the sunshine from nure aesire"
,-sets the tone for the rest of the album
even though it is more subdued. Chaka
Khan adds just the right spice with her
back-up vocals make this the biggest hit of
Winwood's career as a soloist.
AOR listeners might appreciate
"Freedom OverspiU.'.' an Eric Clapton
sound alike, or "Split Decision" which is
the closest thing to a rocker (and that's
pushing it) and features songwriting and
guitar-playing talents of ex-Eagle Joe
Walsh. Better enjoy Walsh's guitar because
the other selections are dominated by
horns, synthesizers, drums and great back-
up vocals.
Like Lou, Reed, Winwood just exudes
coolness; when you think of "Joe Cool"
you certainly think of Steve in general and
Back in the High Life in particular. This
effort seems almost effortless and goes
down nice and smooth. -"
USIC!
-s Steven Baum
A.....e .,... • CAUSE FOR ALARM
(COMBAT CORE RECORDS)
CBOB hardcore matinee veterans
Agnostic Front's second album, Cause For, .
Alarm, is a collection of songs of Fascist
propaganda glorifying stupidity and
violence. How's this for a way to open an
album "Killing's my business, business is
fine Payback's a bitch boy. Now you're
gonna die....Hanging or lethal injection.
Gas chamber - take a last breath Firing
squad, electrocute, we'll e.xecute."
AF vocalist Roger Miret claims his group
is not a bunch of Nazis, a label given to
them by Maximum Rock n'Roll, a hardcore
magazine. I'll be a little kinder and call
them similarly tasteless. Miret also says the
name Agnostic Front "means a group of
people who don't know the absolute truth,
and who doubt everything."
'Nuff said.
Sieve Winwood - Back in the Hlgb Ufe
(Island Records)
Steve Wmwood, withhis~ I'daR, lkx:k in
the High Life doesn't vary very much in
theme as a soloist or as a member of sixties
2MUns Traffic or the Soencer Davi~nrnnn
The album is, however, a technical varia- # •
TIle Ticker
USIC!
In concert Lou Reed was just as un-
predietible. Although I'm still disappointed
with his new synth-sout revue act, it was in-
teresting to see him play something like
"Legendary Hearts" straight, but other
oldies such ::teo: "W,.'re Gonna Have a Real
Good Time Together," all jazzed up. And,
of course, those classic Velvet Underground
'tunes live, "Sweet Jane" and "Rock and
Roll" are always worth the trip. As disap-
pointed as I am with the self-fulfilling pro-
phecy that Lou has become (check out
"The Original Rapper," and "No Money
Down" on his current album Mistrial), see-
ing the man live makes it rough to hold any
animosity.
Lou Reed is a survivor of the tumultuous
1970's and if he wants to make a few bucks
at 43 years old, well, he deserves it. Nobody
has yet illustrated an understanding of New
York in the rock n'roll world to even come
close to Lou Reed, and until someone does,
I suspect Lou's occa~onal ventures into
AOR or any motorcycle company prornos,




Emerson, Lake a Po_ell - (polydor
Records)
sOmewhat paradoxically, Emerson, Lake
and ·Palnier~ the earlier incarnation of ELP
was responsible for the punk/new wave
boom of the late 70's and early SO·s. With
-all this talent ,being combined on vinyl. as
well as the best equipment and recording
techniques W&mer-Atlantic corporate
dollars could purchase, some people
couldn't help but think, "I'll show them
bigwigs out on Sunset Boulevard what type
of mileage I could get out of a cheap 'guitar
and amplifier." ELP's 1977 release works
Vol. 1 cost in excess of $1 million dollars to
produce, a far cry from, for example, the
debut Police album a year and a half later,
for a whopping $6,000. (Tell me, which is a
better album?)
ELP was always thematic with the ex-
cesses of. rock n'roll, The original concept
was to form an elitist grouping of two of
England's most technically proficient musi-
cians, The Nice's Keith Emerson, and
vocalist/bassist/guitaristGreg Lake, a King
Crimson expatraite, with two Americans,
sex-symbol guitar-god Jimi Hendrix, and
drummer Mitch Mitchell: When the
political bullshit of the music business made
this impossible, drummer Carl Palmer was
brought into the. fold, to give us the impen-
ding horror triQ.we knew as ELP.
Almost eight yeats have elapsed since the
last studio release Love Beach, ELP's trip
--~----------
by Steven Baum
This summer, New Yorkers had an op-
portunity to see their favorite son of rock
'n roll. Lou Reed played two sold-out
weeknights at the Ritz as the beginning of
his nationwide tour.
To many, myself included, there has
been a misconception that Lou Reed has
been below par on his most recent records.
The concert gave IDe a chance to realize I
may have been too hard on the living legend
singer cult-hero/guitarist. -
Reed's strength as a solo artist has always
been his inconsistency and unpredictibility.
One can look at a two-year period in Lou's
career, and listen to LeRendary Hearts, a
~ record on which Reedmirrors 1m Velvet
days. However, in that' same time frame,
Reed gave us Metal Machine Music, an ex-
cursiOn into- noise, that would, by com-
parison, make Motorhead sound like a
lullaby, and 511ft1 HassI~, in which Lou
came dean and adJujtted the truth: he really
wants to be bIKt. •
t
, .
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I 3,000 BOOKS I
I INTHE - II BEHAVIORAL I
I SCIENCES, I
I ATTENTION: If your book needs go II
beyond what your local textbook storecan
I supply, and you can'find that one title or I
I secondary reading, or your main text is t
I out of stock because of over enrollment, I
I eau U$ now! II We specialize in psychiatry, PSYChO-
f
I
I analysis, psychology, family therapy, child
I development and other related fields. I
lOur-bookstore staff will accept phone I
I oo:Jers and mail orders, with payment by
I majorcredit card ($20minimum), and can I
I ship overnight inan emergency. Even bet-
I ter, visit our bookstore and brousethrough I
I 'our tremendous inventory. I
I Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9am-4:45pm I
I Sat. 10:3Oam-3:30pm I
I CALL:(212)92~
I SPECIAL OFFER: MENTION THIS AD :.
I (OR BAINGITIN)AND RECBVE AFREE ,--
I CLASSICAL TEXT WITH YOUR ORDER.· I
I BRUNNEAlMAZELIOOKSTORE II ~~ 19Unian~.W88t I
I ,g . ~ (15thSt.)8&hRoorl





16,278 to c:boGs•.fIvm -al subjects
Order CatIIIag TodIIy with YiUIMC or coo
800~351-0222
tnC8ttf. 1213)477~
Or. rush $2.00 to: Re•••n:II A.-....ce
11322 Idaho AYe. #106-SN. Los Angeles. CA 9lO25
Custom research also avaitabIe-aIf Iev8Is
IDVERNII8IJ 4D8S
S16.040-S~~'·236fYR,. NOW HIRING.
CALL 805-687-6000 EXT. -R-3594 FOR
CURRENT FEDERAL LIST.
. ,
WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL. I
LOOK FORWARDTO SEEING YOU
ALL AND HAVING A PRODUC-






In 1979, Kelly Services emerged as the
sponsor of IMSA's American Challenge
Series which was set up to bring special
recognition and bonus money to women, ,
even though ,the renamed Kelly American
Challenge and Lyn St. James have been
consistently competing. In 1986, American
made Camaros, Buicks and Pontiaes will
take their big horse-powered, Kelly
American Challenge show to 11 U.S.
marketing areas where Kelly's customers-
turned-racing-enthusiasts will .come to the
track for a weekend of family entertain-
ment.
Racing teams and their sanctioning
bodies have taken racing a long way since it
was a sponsorless "gentlemen's sport" in
the '60s. The racing/business partnership
has injected huge sums of money into the
sport which has triggered expensive
technological wars between teams. Those
who win the race for the money also tend to
win the race to the checkered flag because
they have the best equipment and can af-
ford to test and practice more often. Also,
with pending federal legislation aimed at
keeping tobacco and alcohol adver-
tisements offTV (cigarettes have nicelyweasled
onto 1V through racing) and preventing
athletes from advertisirig beer (Is a driver an
athelete?), racing might face a severe
depression. But with companies like Kelly
as proof that autoracing can be a profitable
venture for almost- any kind of business,
motorsports should easily be able to race in-
to the 21st century with little financial dif-
ficulty.
e
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
BARUCH HE E 725-4177
Serving the ~a~chConununity





If you need any questions answered
about Baruch, come on over.
Will Be Held On Thursday
Septe er 11th FroDll:00 - 2:15
In Hoorn 1750 of 360 P.A.S.
One of the great corporate-racing success
stories belongs to PPG Industries, the Pitt-
sburg based paint, glass, fiberglass and
chemical manufacturer. In 1975, PPG
began supplying its "tough urethane
finishes" to cars entered in that year's Indy
SOO, the granddaddy of car races. Three
years later PPG began offering a cash
award (now $10,(00) to the owner of the In-
dy car "which demonstrates the best use of
color and design." During this time, PPG
was weaving racing into their overall
marketing strategy with results so positive
that they became the official sponsor of the
entire 14-race series in 1980. In 1986, for the
seventh year running, it will be the "PPG
Indy Car World Series," and the autopaint
manufacturer is offering a record $11.5
million in prizes.
An excellent example of utilizing
motorsports in marketing is Kelly Services,
the temporary help companyknown mostly
for its office and clerical divisions. Racing
attracted Kelly because it offered "the op-
portunity for entertaining customers in a
casual family atmosphere offered by road
courses all over the country." Even more
enticing was the fact that "autoracing is the
only professional sport where women com-
pete with men on an equal basis with no
special league or handicap system." This
blended' nicely with Kelly's policy of pro-
moting and encouraging women to break
(Continued from Page 13)
If you are interested in joining, drop in.














what school you attend _
r--------··-------------,
Please send me a free brochure and application
forManu~nHanover Basic: Cbeeldng.
Please mail to:
Manufacturers Hanover. Bankless Banking Center











different kinds of hours. You have different kinds
of responsibilities. And it all shows up in the
day-to-day way that you use money.
That's why you need Basic Checking?"
from Manufacturers Hanover Trust. The
checkin~account that's made just for the
way you re living now.
For example, as a student, you proba-
bly don't find yourself writing that many
checks every month. So Basic Checking
gives you eight free ones," This way,you
only pay one low monthly fee of $4,
without the additional per-check
charges of many checking accounts.
And that means some more money
left over to have fun with.
You'll also like the other ways Basic
Checking fitsirrwith college life.And col-
lege schedules. .
Because you'll get an MHT Card"?' thats
.good at every cash Il'tachine in the entire
NYCEe network. That's almost 2,000 loca-
tions in the New York. area-all waiting for
you 24 hours a day. You can even get cash
instantly at more than 9,000CIRRUS~ ma-
chine locations coast to coast. And there's
no service charge for using a cash machine,
no matter where or how often you need one.
So whether you need to grab a sudden cab
ride across town to the library, or a 2 am.
pizza for a study break, you'll never be short
of the pocket money to do it with.
What's more. you'll enjoy all these priv-
ileges without having to keep a minimum
balance in your account. Something else you
can really appreciate.
Instead of having a ehecking account that
doesn't fit in with college life,get the one that
lets you enjoy it more. For more information
about Basic Checking, callI 800 MH'f..BANK
or mail the coupon. Or just stop into
any Manufacturers Hanover branch.
·It yuu should happen 11IlJ5f'morf' lhan e-il(hldwock.s in any I(iw'n month ..ltwn- will be it ftot> tt( ~k klr t"ach t"Xtra t:tW't:k.
In addilitMl. there will be a 5(k C'ha~ for any.dW"Ck C'a.~ at " It"llt"f WlIldtlw.
September 2, 1916
ALBUM:
The film has been given to the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Foundation in
Washington, should you miss the two-week
engagement at the Film Forum. It's a must-
see as a primary source on the Holocaust.
New England band Blue Hollow, former-
ly called the GluoDS, plays what has been
called "dissonant' pop." That sort of
describes this interesting album. The sound
is somewhat of a cross between Sonic
Youth (not quite in the same league
however) and a wimpy Canadian heavy-
metal (take your pick, they'reaH the same),
with some more intelligence. Despite being
overproduced by John Brand (who has
worked with Aztec Camera and
Waterboys), and lyrically inaudible, the
record is definitely worth a listen.
Blue HoDow - Stealing Q Whisper (8till
Records)
This is because the Nazis destroyed
the barracks in Auschwitz before
the invasion of the Russians in 1945, in a
futile attempt to wipe their hands clean of
any record of a holocaust. In doing this, tke
Germans took the victims on the famous
death-march and left behind only those
2,800 who weren't healthy enough to make
the trip, presumably to rot. On Jan. 28,
I94S, when the' Russians liberated the
camp, Alexander Vorontsov, a Russian
military photographer, photographed the
footage of the liberation process from Jan. 28
to Feb. 28, 1945.
There have been many documentaries
and horrifying accounts of the German
concentration camps, but nothing quite like
"The Liberation· of Auschwitz. " . This
recently released documentary is the most
gruesomeJy accurate Sixty-minutes 011. the
Holocaust. To my knowledge, this is the
only footage in the world cleating specifical-
ly with Auschwitz, the Iargest concentration
camp.
The movie was finally released forty-one
years later, due to the determined efforts of
Bengt and Irmgard von zur MuehIen, a
wealthy West Gc:rman couPle, Their pro-
duction company, Chronos FIlms, has one
of the largest libraries of documentaries in
EUrope, and has released documentaries
on the Holocaust that have been nominated
for Oscars in past years. Originally only
eighteen minutes of footage were released
to be used at the Nuremberg trials. Much of
the film deals with footage on Russian
autopsies on youngsters and infants who'
were obviously castrated, starved to death,
as well as whipped to near death, or death.
. E~~.~_.of the children.~ pgll18De1!.~" .
scarred with numbers. Many of these scenes
were edited from the trial's fmal presenta-
tion. Bengt von zur Muehlen, through
research, located the other 42 minutes of
the other footage in the archives in the
Soviet Union, which granted him clearance to
bring the film back to the West.
Voronts.ov takes the typical Soviet pro-
paganda position by steering clear of referr-
ing to the victims as Jews, rather indentifying
them by their nationality. 'However, the
photographer, who has won many military
commendations for his past work, says
that his filming of the liberation of
Auschwitz was "the worst thing I've ever .
seen."The memory will stick with me .the
rest of my life".







pretending to play instruments while he
sings. They are all dressed the same-slinky
black dresses, red lipstick, high heels and
black hair pulled back from their ghostly
white faces. These models are featured in at
least two of Robert's videos: "Addicted to
Love" and "I Didn't Mean to Turn You
On."
Apparently these women showed iJp at
some of Robert's concerts, but they weren't
at the Ritz. Neither was the fourteen-piece
Kit McClure Big Band that was to appear at
several venues with Robert. The Ritz is not
big enough to handle all this extra enter-
tainment, but the show did not suffer
because of the missing persons. The back-up
band with Robert was excellent. Eddie Mar-
tinez, on lead guitar, was outstanding.
Riptide shows tJult Kobel1 Palmer
doesn'tneed John and Andy Taylor to gain
Top 40 success. He can do it' on his own
quite well. Riptide is still riding the charts
and it was released almost a year ago (on
October. 28, 1985).
Palmer luis conquered the "S with.his
popular MTV-geared videos. Could
Hollywood be next for Mr. Palmer? Pro-
bably not, since he'll be too busy producing
an album by the Comstat Angels. Then
hopefully Robert will be back with another
smash album. Until then, listen to Riptide
and see if you get addicted too.
Architecture and Designn -through Oc-
tober 22nd.
New Museum of CoDtemporary Art - S83
. Broadway (between Spring Street and
Houston Street) (212) 219-1222.
Hours: Wed.12-8, Thurs.-Sun.12-6, closed
Mondays and Tuesdays.
Fee: Pay what you ~h.
-This is the place to become acquainted
with today's art scene. The New Museum
displays the work of -up and coming artists
in innovative ways. There are also perfor-
mance artists who express their art physical-
Iv.
"The city is, at this point in
time, considered the art
capital of the world. "
New York IDstorical Society - 170 Central
Park West (at 77th Street) (212) 873-3400.
Hours: Sun.l-S, Tues.-Sat.lo-S, closed
Mondays.
Fee: $2.00.
-The Historical Society exhibits paintings
and sculptures of important American ar-
tists of the 19th century. They also have an
extensive collection of American crafted
silver from the 17th, 18th, and 19th.cen- .
turies. Most of the objects were made by
New York craftsmen. Watercolors and
decorative arts are also on display.
Pierpoint Morpn library - 29 East 36th
Street (between Park Avenue South and
Madison Avenue) (212) 68S-0008.
Hours: Sun.1:30-S, Tues.-Sat.lO:30-S, clos-
ed Mondays.
Fee: Pay what you wish.
-This was once the mansion of
J.P.Morgan and was opened to the public
after his death. The library has a large store
of rare books and the walls are covered with
paintings, drawings. and engravings that
are equally rare. There are sculptures,
... ,_~namels.. _.~.ts.- .....and .... metalwork.
Some pieces go as whack .as the J2th.cen-
tury,
Studio M1LWIlIII iD Harlem - 144 West 12Sth
Street (between Lenox Avenue and Adam
Clayton PoweD Boulevard) (212) 8644500.
Hours: Sun.l-S:4S, Wed.-Fri.lo-S, closed
Mondays and Tuesdays..
Fee: 50 cents with LO.
-This museum is fairly new and rather uni-
que. It is called a studio museum because
the museum chooses two artists- from
around the country to come and do their
work here. There is also a special exhibition
space, on the second floor, that the
museum uses to display their art. Right now
. there is a special show entitled "On










Jewish Museum - 1109 Sth Avenue (at 92nd
Street) (212) 860-1888.
Hours: Sun. 11-6, Mon.,Wed.,Thurs.12-5,
Tues.12-8, closed Saturdays.
Fee: $1.75 with 1.0., free on Tuesdays after
5 p.m. . .
-This museum provides us with a wealth
of information on a religion thousands of
years old. A perfect way to acquaint
yourself with their collection is to view the
current exhibition "Art and Exaltation:
Treasures of the Jewish Museum."
MetropoUtan MlISeum of Art - Sth Avenue
at 82nd Street (212) 879-S5OO.
Hours: Wed.-Sun.9:30-S:15,
Tues.9:3O-8:4S, closed Mondays.
Fee: Pay what you wish.
-The most well-known museum in
America and deservedly so. Opened in r880
and subsequently enlarged to its present
size, the museum is known for its extensive
range of art objects. Egyptian art and Im-
pressionist art are two of the most popular
attractions in the museum. The current ex-
hibition is "Impressionist to EarlyModern
Paintings from the U.S.S.R." It will be
there through October Sth and is a must
see.
Museum of Broadcasting - I East S3rd
Street (off Sth Avenue) (212) 7S2-4690.
Hours: Tues.12-8, Wed.-Sat.12-5, closed
Sundays and Mondays.
Fee: $2.00 with J.D.
-While this is not a museum of "art" it
does fill a need. We are a television society
and through this museum we have access to
the shows, news, movies and more. that
have been broadcast since the beginning of
the television age. /
Museum of Modem Art - 11 West S3rd




Fee: Free for CUNY students with I.D.
-MoMA's collection is not only limited to
the most recent arl. They-have wolb-that
cover the last tOO years or art. Every trend
in art since 1880 has been captured at
MoMA. Among their holdings are pain-
tings, sculptures, posters, photographs,
drawings, architectural designs; prints,
films and even videos. A show that should






-A hidden world of peace and quiet. "The
building is an actual abbey that was brought
here from Europe by John"Rockefeller. The
Cloisters houses the Metropolitan Museum
of Art's collection of medieval art. It is
known for the famous Unicorn Tapestries.
Cooper-Hewitt - 2 East 91st Street (off 5th
Avenue) (212) 860-6898. _
Hours: Sun.12-5, rues.ro-s..
Wed.-Sat.lO-S, closed Mondays. ..-
Fee: $1.50 with I.D.
-Formerly known as the Andrew Carnegie
Mansion, the Cooper Hewitt is the
Smithsonian Institute's Institute of Design.
This museum exposes you to the richness of
19th century living in New York City. Good
show to cateh-UHolly.wood: Legend and
Reality. " The exhibition will be here
through October 12th and consists of
photographs, posters, costumes and art.
. Frick Collection-l East 70th Street (off Sth
Avenue) (212) 288-0700.
Hours: Sun. 1-6, Tues.-Sat.I().6, closed
Mondays.
Fee: SO cents with 1.0.; $3.00 on Sundays.
-A beautiful old mansion that was opened
to the public in' 1935 after the death of
Henry Clay Frick, who managed to amass
an incredible collection of paintings, fur-
niture, and decorative arts.
Guggenheim Museum - Sth Avenue at 89th
Street (212) 360-3SOO. .
Hours: Wed.-Sun.l1-S, Tues. 11-8, closed
Mondays.
Fee: $2.00 with J.D.; free on Tuesdays after
S:OO p.m.
-Famous spiral building designed by the
renowned American architect Frank Lloyd
Wright. The museum's collection consists
of mainly modern art from" the early and
mid-1900's. The artists most prominently
displayed are Pablo Picasso, Paul Klee, and
Wassily Kandinsky. The Thanhauser Wing
of the museum houses Impressionist art.
International Center of Photography - 1130
Sth Avenue (94th Street) (212) sa>-1777.
Hours: Wed.-5.un.1t-S, Tues.il-8, closed
Mondays.
Fee: $1.00 with J.D.
-ICP is a good place to go to learn to ap-
preciate the art of photography. The ex-
hibits change often and there are often slide
and film shows that are worth viewing.
Addicted to




By Deborab L. Roldan
Brooklyn Museum - 188 Eastern Parkway
(718) 638-S000.
Hours: Sun. 1-6, Mon., We~.-Sat. 10-S,
closed Tuesdays.
Fee: Free with a pass from Baruch's Art
Department.
-Houses a wide range of art (paintings,
scuplture, drawings, textiles and more)
over a wide range of time. It has an im-
pressive Egyptian collection. The museum
is undergoing major renovations, at pre-
sent, to provide more room for its large art
collection- which is ranked seventh .in the
world.
The Cloisters - Fort Tryon Park (Upper
West Manhattan) (212) 923-3700.
Hours: Tues.-Sun.1Q-S:1S, closed Mon-
days.
Fee: Pay what you wish.
A Guide to Art in New York Oty
elcome! to the new students
entering Baruch and Welcome
Back! to' those of you returning
for yet another year. This
column enters the pages of The Ticker
for the first time in this issue. Art News, a
new concept for this paper and will consist
of articles on the art, artists and other art
happenings in our city. Art Newslooks for-
ward to finding readers throughout Baruch.
We can consider ourselves fortunate to
live in or close to New York City'. The city
. has an unrivaled number of museums and
galleries and is, at this point in time, con-
sidered the art capital of t~ world. We
benefit not only from the number of art in-
stitutions open to us but also from the fact
that each one offers something different.
These divergent views merge to give us an
incredible wealth of information and beau-
ty. As students, we have much to gain and
very little to lose by taking advantage of
what New York City has to offer. This is an
open invitation to all to look through the
list below and take your pick. Do some art-
hopping and enjoy the sights!
During the firsthalf of 1986, many people
became addicted to Robert Palmer - more
than ever before. Mr. Palmer has dazzled
rock audiences with his hit album Riptide.
Before this solo effort most folks were
familiar with Robert as the lead singer for
Power Station. Others will hopefully
remember Robert's earlier efforts as a solo
artist.
On July 1st, Robert rocked the Ritz in the
East Village. This club date came after a
couple of shows at Radio City Music Hall
and the Jones Beach Theater. According to
his label, Island Records, Robert doesn't
like to have a day off during his tour and
asked them to book the Ritz date for him. I
was one of the many fans who were glad he
did play that night.
The show was very, very exciting and the
crowd was very enthusiastic about the en-
tire' show. Old hits like "Johnny and
Mary" and "Looking for Clues" were
greeted with just as much applause as the
current hits. from Riptide and Power Sta-
tion's "Some Like It Hot." The set also in-
cluded "Bad Case of Loving You" from
the 1979 Secrets album and "Every Kinda
People" from the 197'8 Double Fun release.
"Addicted to Love" was the first suc-
cessful single from Riptide. Other singles
released include "Hyperactive" and
"Discipline of Love." Robert's videos have
enjoyed some good rotation on MTV and
U68 with the help of some stunning women
starring as members of a back up band
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makes a point at the top of his lungs, a
stores. After ditching his philandering se- point right out of the lunatic fringe Thorn-
~ond wife. played by Adrienne Barbeau, he ton turns to his classmates and states "This
decidea to visit his successful coDegestudent guy seems to care'dod then pauses and con-
son,Juon (Keith Gordon). laot,}loweVer, tinues, "about what-I have no idea."
isn't as popular or successfUl as he claimed Another moVfe that merited attention
to be and before long Thornton decides to was _Nothing In Common, starring' Tom
show his suppOrt for Jason by enrOlling at Hanks as a Yuppie advertismg executive Iiv-
Grand Lakes University. From this point ing life in the fast Jane. Hanks' character-
m.. the school is DeYa' the same. . David·Basner must 'come to terms With the
Back To School is also a vehicle for other meaning of his life whQ:il his parents"layed
fine actors to show their talents. Sally by Jackie' Gleason an(I Eva Marie Saint.
Kellerman of Mash fame portrays Pro- separate. The screenplay provides Hanks
fessor Diane Turner, an instructor who en- with a great opportunity to be wacky, a
joys reciting passionate poetry to Thorn- quality which Hanks exudes easily. In addi-
ton. Burt Young of Rocky plays tion, the film also_gives the three. featured
Thornton's long time friend and chauffeur actors achance to make some serious points
Lou. Thornton's affection for Lou is -Ob- about family relationships.
vious when he states "in his family,be's 011- AD in all, the sununer of 1986 served up
Iy the second generation to stann up quite a few entertammg films. Toe
straight." Sam Kinison appears as a revi- aforementioned four were the cream of the
sionist history professor suffering from crop and four of the reasons why this writer
post-Vietnam combat fatigue. After spent a good deal of time on Broadway dur-
ICinison's cbai'aeter. Professor. Turaeson ina the dOl days of .lImmer•
'...... ""~. . ..;;.{<.:.~ .-"~'~_ ' t: >.








~ . to ,. "Wow MIll Robn«b.~
several dozen times throustt the movie.
Legal Eagles was anomer picture which
impressed .this viewer. Starring Robert
Redford, Debra Wmger and Darryl Hannah,
all accomplished performers, Legal EIlgles
p-ovides its audience with an intriguing
mystery plot to solve, as well as a great
many laughs. The chemistry between Red-
ford and Winger is electrifying and anyone
who saw this film had· to be stunned by
Hannah's· sizzJing, sexy per{0I11l8l'JCe. Brian
Dennehy, the hero cop in F / X, shows up
here in amore limited role of a bad guy but
nonetheless is still impressive.
The funniest riproaring movie of the
summer was Back To Schoot dsimna
Rodney Dangtrlield. The c1iche' a:Jaugh-a.~
minute doesn't do justice to this movie because
it seems more. like.. a-lau..&!t-a-~~nd.
.ROdney----pTays··· -Thornton _~. the
millionaire owner of a chain of Tall and Fat
ummer
....
Room 301F, Student Center Building,
or call anytime (212) 725-7620.
OPPORTUNTIES AVAILABLE FOR PEOPLE
.INTERESTED IN:
* WRITING NEWS AND/OR FEATURES *
* REVIEWING MOVIES AND/OR ALBUMS *
* TAKING AND DEVELOPING PHOTOS *
* COpy EDITING *
* BUSINESS AND ADVERTISING *




The dog days of summer lend themselves
to two activities: laying on the beach and
going to an air conditioned movie theater.
The latter activity is what I did often this
summer and luckily it enabled me to be
entertained by some very fine movies.
A/iem, the big release of' the smnnlC:f,
definitely lived up to its hype. Starring
Sigourney Weaver, Aliens packed a
knockout punch of intense action and
humor. Aliens is a movie which excites its
audience and invites them to participate. I
saw it at a theater on 47th and Broadway.
This -is vital because Broadway in the 40's -
definitely one of the best places to catch ac-
tion or comedy films. This because Broad-
way moviegoers get real involved with the
flicks they are watching. It would suffice to
-saylbiiTl11ey-ate-'-bit-olTlbeYiilT,especiiJ:- .
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d · g club hours in our office,
Hoom StfI F of the Student Center.
Stop by and Ineet the staff.
Weare 100 • g for writers and
photographers to work for
The Ticker.
Befres ents · be served.
